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-ub Words

club cub

hub shrub

sub tub
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Liz is in the swim club.
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A baby lion is called 
a cub.
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The center of the wheel
is called a hub.
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Mom is trimming the
shrub.
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A sub sandwich is good
for lunch.
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Patty and Jill play in
the tub.
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There once was a cub
whose name was Bub.

Bub the Cub
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One day while Ann
was eating a sub,
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she heard a noise
come from the tub.

thud!



In the tub 
she found a cub.
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Ann said, “I think 
I’ll call you Bub.”
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Ann took Bub 
out of the tub.
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Then she gave Bub
a little rub.
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Ann went back to
eat her sub.
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She gave a taste
to Bub the cub.
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Bub licked his lips 
when he finished the grub.
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Bub went out 
and sat by a shrub. 

He was such 
a cute little cub, 
that Ann brought Bub 
to meet her club!
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The -ub Word Family

club

cub

dub

flub

grub

hub

rub

scrub

shrub

snub

stub

sub

tub
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cub a baby lion

grub a slang term for food

hub the center of a circular
object; the center of a
wheel

shrub a short plant with woody
stems

Glossary
Some of the words in this list may have more
than one meaning. The meaning listed here
reflects the way the word is used in the book.
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